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Abstract: This study summarizes an analytical review on the comparison of three-phase static
compensator (STATCOM) and active power filter (APF) inverter topologies and their control schemes
using industrial standards and advanced high-power configurations. Transformerless and reduced
switch count topologies are the leading technologies in power electronics that aim to reduce system
cost and offer the additional benefits of small volumetric size, lightweight and compact structure,
and high reliability. A detailed comparison of the topologies, control strategies and implementation
structures of grid-connected high-power converters is presented. However, reducing the number
of power semiconductor devices, sensors, and control circuits requires complex control strategies.
This study focuses on different topological devices, namely, passive filters, shunt and hybrid filters,
and STATCOMs, which are typically used for power quality improvement. Additionally, appropriate
control schemes, such as sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM) and space vector PWM
techniques, are selected. According to recent developments in shunt APF/STATCOM inverters,
simulation and experimental results prove the effectiveness of APF/STATCOM systems for harmonic
mitigation based on the defined limit in IEEE-519.

Keywords: FACTS devices; active power filter; static compensator; control strategies; grid-connected converter;
SPWM; SVM

1. Introduction

Electricity is an indication of comfortable life, and the demand for this energy source is increasing.
Development in power industries increases the number of linear and nonlinear loads in each system.
In nonlinear load conditions, many solid-state switching converters draw reactive power and
current harmonics from the AC grid. These nonlinear loads generate harmonics, which produce
disturbance and directly influence human life. Nowadays, each piece of equipment, power system,
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and service, such as furnaces, computer power supplies, communication systems, renewable energy
systems, electrical power generations, and high-voltage systems, requires a continuous power supply.
Researchers and different power companies are continuously exploring solutions to power quality
problems [1], such as harmonics, system imbalance, load balancing, excess neutral current, and power
system grid intrusions. Evidently, the increasing demand for nonlinear loads produces harmonics
in the power system, thereby resulting in poor power quality. Flexible AC transmission system
(FACTS) devices, such as static compensators (STATCOMs) and active power filters (APFs), are the
most dominant technologies available for industrial and commercial purposes and are deemed the
solution to this power quality problem [2–4].

In the past, harmonic grid problems were solved using passive filter (PF) devices [5]. These filters,
together with low-cost solutions for power quality issues, are considered the initial stage of development
in mitigating current harmonics [6,7]. APFs are considered the second stage of development and
an effective solution to overcome the limitation of PFs. However, the size, cost, and rating of APFs
are considerably increased by the increasing demand for power system capacity [8,9]. To overcome
the issues of shunt APFs, a third stage of development consists of hybrid power filter (HPF) devices,
which comprise hybrid combinations of PFs with shunt APFs [10]. Furthermore, HPF technology
is evaluated in the fourth stage of development as a unified power quality conditioner (UPQC) [11].
Previous research [12,13] on power quality improvement has led to important developments in FACTS
devices, namely, the static volt-ampere reactive (VAR) compensator (SVC), dynamic voltage restorer (DVR),
and distribution STATCOM (DSTATCOM) [14–16]. Such improvements compensate for the mitigation
problems related to power quality, including poor load power factor, load harmonics, imbalanced load
conditions, and DC offset in loads.

Many shunt APFs are impractical for use for high-power-rating components.
Therefore, transformerless and reduced switch count topologies are the leading technologies in
power electronics that aim to reduce system cost and concurrently provide such benefits as small
volumetric size, light weight, remarkably compact structure, and high reliability. Modern APF topologies
are rapidly replacing the standard ones because of their effective performance, efficient response,
and favorable cost and size attributes. Nevertheless, reducing the number of power semiconductor devices,
power conversion circuits, sensors, and control circuits requires complicated control strategies [17,18].

Despite the importance of decreasing the number of power components, no study focuses on
reduced switch count topologies and complex control strategies in shunt APFs and STATCOMs [19].
The present study focuses on the comprehensive review of advanced reduced switch count
topologies, specifically SAPFs and STATCOMs, control schemes for reconfigurable voltage-fed-type
inverters (VSIs). The control structures and possibilities of implementing grid-connected power
converters in different reference frames are discussed and compared. Furthermore, the overview of
the complete control schemes and enhanced control strategies, including the most appropriate control
strategies, such as sinusoidal pulse width modulation (PWM) and space vector PWM techniques,
are presented. Comparisons and characteristics of operating reduced switch and leg count VSIs are
concluded according to a well-surveyed literature summary. Finally, a summary and recommendations
for future research are highlighted.

2. Harmonics and International Standards

The amount or penetration of harmonics had previously been largely increasing, thereby affecting
the performance and efficiency of the system [20]. Harmonics are generated in the system because
of non-linear or critical loads. Harmonics exist in a power grid or power distribution network in
the form of series and parallel resonances generated by harmonic current loads, which increase the
source voltage and current total harmonic distortion. However, modern technologies in power quality
improvement mitigate current, voltage, active and reactive power, voltage zero-crossing, and other
issues, such as harmonics, voltage sags and swells, notches and flickers, spikes and glitches, and voltage
imbalance [21].
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Harmonic sources are generally classified into two types on the basis of system impedance,
namely, current and voltage types [22]. A diode rectifier with smoothing inductor is categorized as
a current harmonic source because it produces the current harmonics at the source side, which is
the input of the rectifier. A diode rectifier with smoothing capacitor is a voltage harmonic source,
which is affected by the AC-side impedance and generates harmonics at the output of the inverter.
Two international standards of IEEE-519, namely, IEEE Recommended Practices and Requirements
for Harmonic Control in Electrical Power Systems and IEC 61000-3-2 [23,24], provide limitations
and guidelines for manufacturers and power utility companies that are connected to the power grid.
These standards address harmonic issues, such as current harmonics, power quality, grounding,
and voltage harmonics.

3. Methods for Mitigating Harmonics

Different methods are adopted to mitigate harmonic contents in power grid-connected APF
systems [25]. PFs, APFs, and STATCOMs are improved technologies that solve harmonic power
quality problems [26].

3.1. Shunt PFs

PFs were introduced to mitigate harmonic compensation as an initial solution to power quality
issues in the power distribution network. This technology presents a simple economical solution
that consists of different series and parallel combinations of inductors, capacitors, and damping
resistors [27]. Figure 1 shows the commonly used PF configuration [28].
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and (e) LLCC filters.

Each operation is influenced by the fundamental source impedance. The filtering characteristics
depend on the values of the inductance and capacitance sets. The operation is tuned according to
the required harmonic order, such as first, second, and third order, to track the requisite harmonics.
Studies have presented many PF design techniques, such as series, shunt, single-tuned, double-tuned,
low-pass, high-pass, bandpass, LCL and LCC filters. The PF configurations are installed in series with
the power distribution system to provide high impedance and cancel the flow of harmonic current.
PFs are generally coupled with a thyristor-controlled reactor to improve harmonic mitigation and
reactive current component compensation. Some of the key practical limitations are as follows:
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- PFs require a separate filter for each harmonic current, and their filtering range is limited.
- PFs allow only one component (either a harmonic or a fundamental current component) to pass

at a time.
- Large amounts of harmonic current saturate or overload the filter and cause series resonance with

the AC source, thereby resulting in excessive harmonic flow into the PFs.
- PFs amplify source-side harmonic contents because of the impedance in the source of parallel

and series negative resonances between the grid and the filter [29].
- The design parameters of PFs in an AC system depend on the system operating frequency,

which changes around its nominal value according to variable load conditions.
- PFs only eliminate frequencies to which they are tuned, thus resulting in limited compensation,

large size, and tuning issues.

3.2. Shunt APFs

APFs were introduced and investigated as a solution to the limitations of PFs. An APF consists of
an active switching device and passive-energy storage devices, such as inductors and capacitors,
which provide superior compensation characteristics, including voltage and current harmonics,
voltage imbalance compensation for utilities, and current imbalance compensation for consumers.
APFs mitigate reactive power, neutral current, changing line impedance, frequency variation, voltage
notch, sudden voltage distortion, transient disturbance, and voltage balance and improve the power
factor of voltage and current in medium-power systems [30].

Different APF topologies and control methodologies have been proposed and progressively
investigated as a perceived solution to critical issues in high-power load applications [31,32]. APFs are
classified into many categories in accordance to subsequent measures. The circuit structure of an APF
commonly includes a voltage-source PWM inverter with a DC-link capacitor. Evidently, current-source
APFs are superior in terms of compensating current dynamics. However, voltage-source APFs perform
better than current-source APFs in terms of filter losses and PWM carrier harmonic reduction. Table 1
shows the survey results for shunt and series APFs [11].

Table 1. Comparison of active power filters (APFs) in power quality improvement techniques.

Category Shunt APF Series APF

Connection with system Parallel with distribution system Connected in series with distribution system

Action Current source Voltage source

Filter rating

Voltage rated at full load rating
Current rating comprises partially
harmonic and partly reactive
current components

Current rated at full load rating
Voltage rating is partially compensated
voltage component

Functioning
Harmonic load current filtering
Compensation for reactive current
Mitigation of current unbalance

Mitigation of voltage harmonics, sag, and swells
Mitigation of current harmonics
Compensation of reactive current
Mitigation of current unbalances

Characteristics
of compensation

Source impedance exerts no effect
on compensation for current
source loads.

Source and load impedance exert no effect on
compensation for voltage source loads.

Application
Injected current may cause excess
current when applied to a voltage
source load.

A low-impedance parallel branch (for improvement of
power factor) when working with current source load

Load considered
Nonlinear/inductive current
source loads or harmonics
containing current source loads

Nonlinear/capacitive voltage source loads or
harmonics containing voltage source loads

The basic compensation principle of shunt APFs is eliminating the current harmonics generated by
critical loads. Generally, APFs are installed in a shunt position near the nonlinear load to compensate
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for the effect of harmonic nonlinearity [33]. APFs eliminate harmonics by injecting reactive or
compensating current at the point of common coupling (PCC) into the power network. Each APF
generates inverse harmonics as a mirror image to the nonlinear load harmonics, thereby canceling the
harmonics and leaving the fundamental component to make the source current purely sinusoidal, as
depicted in Figure 2 [28].
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3.3. STATCOM

FACTS devices are increasingly required in modern transmission systems for high-power
transfers [34]. Two types of FACTS devices, namely, SVCs and STATCOMs [35], can restore active
power current and dynamic reactive power compensation [36]. These devices consist of the modular
unit of the voltage source converter (VSC) equipped with insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs)
for rapid switching and controlling using the PWM scheme. A STATCOM is a shunt device that is
connected with PCC to provide voltage support and active and reactive power, increase transient
stability and improve damping. A brief detailed classification of the FACTS devices is shown in
Figure 3 [37,38].

At the distribution level, STATCOM devices are operated as an active filter to achieve harmonic
filtering, power factor correction, neutral current compensation, and load balancing [39]. APFs are
an advanced technology that offers faster dynamic response, smaller size, lower system cost, and higher
performance under low-voltage oscillations than SVC devices. Energy storage devices improve
power quality and provide rapid controllable transient response to the bus voltage by injecting or
absorbing the corresponding amount of reactive power into or from the system. Such devices maintain
the minimum values of amplitude, phase, and frequency to control voltage flickers during fault
events. In addition, the inconsistent flow of reactive power between the supply power grid and the
loads is prevented [40]. Table 2 presents the best available solution for the specific compensation
challenges [41–43].
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The following sections discuss the high penetration of renewable energy sources in the electrical
power grid system for reactive power compensation and harmonic mitigation problems.

3.3.1. Multilevel PV-STATCOM Applications in Grid-Connected Systems

The conventional two- and three-level inverter configurations are not suitable for photovoltaic (PV)
applications in high-power-rating systems [44,45]. Many configurations are inefficient in harvesting
maximum power, have a low utilization factor, and require a large AC filter at the output for high
power quality. A grid-connected solar PV power conditioning inverter conventionally requires
a transformer for galvanic isolation to match the grid voltages with the inverter output. The concept
of PV-STATCOM systems is required to regulate real and reactive power through the converter and
mitigate the limitations of conventional PV inverters [46]. The cascaded H-bridge (CHB) inverter
in multilevel PV-STATCOMs is an advanced configuration for high-solar-power applications and
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has isolated input DC sources and no additional DC power source requirement for STATCOM
devices [47,48].

Table 2. Comparison of the advanced technology solution for the reactive power compensation challenges.

Technology MSC(DN)/MSR SVC SVC PLUS
(STATCOM) Hybrid STATCOM Synchronous

Condenser

Application Compensation of
predictable load

Fast dynamic
compensation and
voltage recovery
during faults

Fast dynamic
compensation and
voltage recovery
during faults

Fast dynamic
compensation and
voltage recovery
during faults

Provision of
short-circuit
power, inertia,
dynamic
compensation,
and voltage
recovery
during faults

Switching Limited switching only Unlimited switching Unlimited switching Unlimited switching Continuous
operation

V/I
characteristic No response Good

overvoltage performance
Superior under
voltage performance

Superior under
voltage performance

Good
overload capability

Control range Adjustable by MSC
and MSR ranges

Adjustable by
branch ranges

Symmetrical output:
Adjustable range

Unsymmetrical output:
Adjustable range

Adjustable by
generator size

Redundancy No inbuilt redundancy Inbuilt redundancy in
thyristor valves

Inbuilt redundancy
in power modules

Inbuilt redundancy in
power modules and in
thyristor valves

Depending
on solution

Harmonics Susceptible
to harmonics

TCR is source of
harmonics—AC
filters required

Harmonically
self-compensated—no
filters required

Harmonically
self-compensated—no
filters required

Not susceptible
to harmonics

Response time 2–5 cycles, depending
on breaker 2–3 cycles 1.5–2 cycles 1.5–2 cycles seconds

Operation
and maintenance

Very low, depending
on breaker

Low, primarily visual
inspection

Very low, primarily
visual inspection

Very low, primarily
visual inspection

Low, inspection
every 3–4 years

Losses at 0
MVAR
output power

0% 0.3% of the rated output
power

0.15% of the rated
output power

0.15% of the rated
output power

~1% of the rated
output power

Availability >99% >99% >99% >99% >98%

In the study of [49], a PV inverter operated as a STATCOM for the optimal use of the system,
provided active power during daytime, when solar energy is available, and provided reactive
power when irradiation was low. Similarly, in several studies, PV inverters operated as STATCOMs
during daytime to provide the reactive power compensation in a distribution utility network [50,51].
However, the performance of the system depends on the rated capacity of the inverter, the constant
DC-link voltage, and the maximum power point (MPP) instant time tracking in the distribution utility
network [52]. In the study of [53], a PV-STATCOM was adopted with active power filtering against
power quality issues in the PV system, such as transient voltages, voltage flickering, and harmonics.
Therefore, a PV-active filter-STATCOM is designed for harmonic mitigation and continuous regulation
of reactive power for grid applications.

In the study of [54], a SHAPF based on a cascaded H-bridge multilevel inverter (CHB-MLI) was
tested for high-power PV applications with reduced filter size, maximized PV cell power extraction,
and improved utilization factor through reactive power compensation. With advanced level controls,
the PV-STATCOM system can be adopted for active filter applications. Furthermore, PV-STATCOM
inverters improve the stability of voltage-sensitive loads during grid fault conditions [55]. In the study
of [56,57], a PV-STATCOM without a DC–DC converter was tested; reduced switch count configurations
controlled the DC-link voltage through the operation of STATCOM, and the PV-STATCOM system
improved the utilization factor and power quality by compensating the reactive power reference in
the range of 0–1 P.U. with reduced system size and cost. In study [58] emphasized the necessity of
multifunction PV inverters and different active and passive controls in resolving power quality issues.
Furthermore, three different controls, namely, abc, d–q, and alpha–beta controls, were discussed
with a comparison of suitable topologies on the basis of consumer applications [59]. A brief
review of anti-islanding techniques and power quality issues were discussed in the study of [60].
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A comprehensive review of power quality, stability, and protection and the negative impacts of PV
systems due to voltage parameter control and static compensation techniques in the power distribution
grid were discussed in the studies of [61,62]. Meanwhile, [63] investigated a CHB-based inverter and
modular multilevel converters for STATCOM applications and compared reactive power controls for
large PV applications [64].

Independent DC links make CHB-based inverters a suitable candidate for PV and STATCOM
applications because of the following advantages: (a) a small filter produces low THD; (b) an output
transformer is unnecessary because of the increased number of modules, which extend the output
voltage level with low rating; (c) the cost and size of the power components are reduced by the
low-voltage-level operation; (d) the cost and size of the power components and auxiliary equipment are
reduced because the voltage levels in each module are low. A modified selective harmonic elimination
PWM (SHE-PWM) technique was discussed in the study of [65] for a transformerless STATCOM that
was tested using the CHB configuration for grid applications [66,67]. The independent DC-link sources
in PV-STATCOM applications reduce system cost. Therefore, the CHB-MLI multilevel configuration
with phase-shifted modulation techniques is suitable for large-scale systems [68]. An advanced
selective swapping scheme was adopted in a 154-kV 21-level CHB inverter-based STATCOM system
to reduce the issue of DC ripple voltage [69].

In the study of [70,71], a sinusoidal voltage waveform was achieved using SHE-PWM.
Furthermore, in the study of [72], the sensors at the DC-links were eliminated by adopting the control
due to the nonlinear parameter uncertainties presented for the CHB-MLI in the study. Zero-sequence
voltage and negative sequence current schemes were tested under one- and two-line faults for
a CHB-based STATCOM to reduce switching losses [73]. Another active power balance control scheme
was tested to regulate the reactive power for a CHB inverter; the positive- and negative-sequence
control components were monitored for DC-link voltage balance under the balanced or imbalanced
conditions of the grid voltage [74]. Therefore, a PV-STATCOM inverter operates on two AC-source
controllers at the same frequency level. The sources with high voltage amplitude provide reactive
power to the other sources. In this study, the magnitude of the inverter output depends on the reference
reactive power signal. Similarly, the sources with leading phase angle provide active power to the
other sources. In conclusion, the STATCOM can be used to eliminate harmonics and compensate for
lagging and leading VAR.

STATCOM devices aim to provide rapid load voltage regulation along the controllable exchange
of reactive power in the system, as well as achieve power quality improvement, reactive power control,
voltage regulation, power swing, and improvement of transmission line capacity during power
system faults [75]. However, many other power converters, such as DSTATCOMs [76], UPQCs [77],
and DVRs [78], also eliminate harmonics and imbalance issues in the generation and utilization
of the system [79,80]. A DSTATCOM is a synchronous voltage generator or a static synchronous
compensator with a coupling transformer, an inverter, and an energy storage device similar to that of
the configuration of a STATCOM. The DSTATCOM injects or absorbs uninterrupted capacitive and
inductive reactive power into or from the distribution system [81].

The AC-controllable VSC can be used as a multifunction STATCOM with modified control
structure to provide harmonic elimination, reactive power, and load imbalance compensation under
nonlinear loads and non-ideal main voltage conditions. The potential applications of STATCOM
devices such as APFs, are tested for active power filtering, and reactive power supplies are considerably
attractive to distribution engineers [82]. Table 3 demonstrates reactive power-compensating devices
against various control parameters that are related to the said devices [83,84]. These parameters are
automatic voltage control, STATCOM, SVC and thyristor-controlled series capacitor.
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Table 3. Comparison of control parameters affected by reactive power-compensating devices.

Parameters Static Capacitors Capacitor & Reactor Bank AVC STATCOM SVC TCSC UPFC

Reactive power ** *** ** **** *** ** ****

Active power ** ** * * **

Voltage stability ** ** ** **** *** *** ****

Voltage control ** ** ** **** *** ** ****

Flicker control * **** *** ****

Harmonic reduction * ****

Power flow control *** ****

Oscillation damping * *** ** *** ****

High number of “*” is preferred.

3.3.2. Wind Turbine STATCOM (WT-STATCOM) Applications in Grid-Connected Systems

The evolution of power electronic technology has created two generation of FACTS devices in
wind farms. These devices are classified into two generations, namely, the old thyristor-type and the
advanced VSC-type [38,85], and are used to mitigate voltage instability, reactive power problems [86],
and harmonic distortion to improve the power quality of the network [87].

The thyristor-based FACTS devices in wind farms are SVCs. The main structure of the SVC
consists of capacitors and inductances that are controlled by thyristors. The STATCOM consists of
a main component of modular VSC, which is equipped with IGBTs that are controlled by PWM.
Figure 4 shows the structure of an induction generator-based wind turbine and a STATCOM that
is connected to a grid and a wind turbine terminal [88]. A coupling transformer is installed to
provide galvanic isolation and to control the flow of reactive power during steady- and transient-state
conditions [88]. With these modified control strategies, the STATCOMs are superior to other mitigation
methods, such as SVCs and series-saturated reactors during normal and transient conditions [89].
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An energy storage system (ESS) with STATCOM provides a new robust decentralized control
operation for high-wind-power applications [90]. The controller operates on the linear quadratic
output–feedback method and provides a promising solution for high-wind-power systems [91].
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Another robust STATCOM control was presented [92], and it controls the active and reactive
power and pitch angle of wind turbine induction generators for improved low-voltage ride through
(LVRT) capability. The limitation of this control is the enhanced torque produced inside the induction
machine, which produces a high maximum torque and stresses the drivetrain during fault recovery.
Therefore, an advanced indirect torque control (ITC)-based control is used to limit the maximum
torque of the STATCOM controller [93].

In another study [94], the STATCOM and SVC were compared in terms of LVRT development.
The STATCOM, which is 15% cheaper than the SVC, is the more economical solution. In conclusion,
SVC devices have limited capabilities at low voltage levels. However, advanced STATCOMs can
maintain reactive power output over a wide range of voltages with a smaller structure and faster
control response than SVC [94].

Generally, a STATCOM FACTS device is installed for an entire wind farm [86,95], multilevel
full H-bridge whereas an SVC-type thyristor-controlled resistor (TCR) device is installed for a single
wind turbine. Besides reactive power regulation, these FACTS devices provide isolation and firewall
protection to wind turbines against the effects of grid disturbances and connect the wind turbines with
low X/R ratio or weak grids [96]. A study [97] therefore used a hybrid electrolyser and fuel cell system
to control the ramp rate of wind turbine power and enhance the voltage quality at the PCC. The system
stopped the inrush power flows in the electrolyser and the fuel cell path by controlling the frequent
start-up and shutdown of the fuel cell stacks, which are effects associated with the grid-connected
wind farms. STATCOM-based control methods [98] are adopted to regulate grid reactive power and
maintain a suitable level of voltage sag on the grid and prevent the wind turbine from disconnecting
from the grid during faults. The unified power flow controller is one of the most advanced FACTS
devices used in wind applications and consists of two power converters. One converter controls
as a STATCOM and the other operates as a static synchronous series compensator to control power
flow with the limitation of high cost [99,100]. During grid faults, the reactive power demand can
be compensated by an external dynamic STATCOM and an ESS [101], such as hybrid battery–super
capacitor energy storage [102]. The ESS system with STATCOM provides a promising solution for
wind power system applications [91].

4. Standard Classification of Shunt APFs

Generally, APFs are classified into two categories, namely, DC and AC power filters. DC–APFs are
designed with a thyristor configuration for high-power drives [55] and high-voltage DC systems.
An AC–APF configuration consists of active solutions, such as active power quality and line
conditioners and instantaneous reactive power compensators for current and voltage harmonics.
Shunt APFs are classified under three categories, namely, topology-, converter-, and phases-type
configurations. Topology-type filters can be delegated as shunt, series, and hybrid APFs (HAPFs),
as shown in Figure 5.

Converter-type filters are classified as VSI and current-fed-type inverters (CSI). Figure 6a illustrates
the configuration of the CSI–APF, a bridge structure topology that consists of a diode that is connected in
series with a semiconductor self-commutating switching device (IGBT) [28]. The diode is used for reverse
voltage blocking with the interfacing DC energy storage inductor in the system. This topology shows high
value losses and requires high-value installed AC power capacitors. Furthermore, the dynamic response
time is slow, and additional complex control is required to regulate the harmonic current.
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The VSI–APF is illustrated in Figure 6b. This inverter is installed at the load tail in the power
network and fed from the energy storage capacitors. This category is more widely used than
CSI–APFs and present advantages on PWM–CSI, such as easy installation, simple circuit, low
cost, and convertibility to multistep versions with low switching frequencies. These inverters
are generally used to eliminate current harmonics, compensate reactive power, and improve
imbalanced current. The load phase-type connection is contingents upon three configurations, namely,
two- (single phase), three- (three-phase without neutral), and four-wire (three-phase with neutral)
configurations [103]. Furthermore, in terms of connections with main power systems, VSIs are divided
into three configurations, namely, series, shunt, and arrangements of series and parallel as UPQC [58].

Figure 7a shows series APF topology [104]. The PWM waveform is injected in the system on
an instantaneous basis to maintain a pure sinusoidal voltage waveform across the load. A matching
transformer is used near the load end to eliminate voltage harmonics. This transformer balances
the load terminal voltage and reduces the negative sequence voltage helping in controlling the
voltage regulation and harmonic propagation caused by resonance in three-phase electric utilities.
This configuration is less used in the industry than other configurations to address the limitation
of handling high load currents, high system current ratings, losses, and filter sizes. Table 4 shows
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a critical technical and economic comparison of the power quality improvement techniques found in
cited publications regarding shunt APFs [105].Energies 2018, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW  12 of 41 
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Table 4. Comparison of APFs in terms of power quality improvement techniques.

Attributes
Types of Filter

Passive Filter Active Filter Hybrid Filter DSTATCOM UPQC

Reactive power compensation Poor Good Good Excellent Excellent

Harmonic suppression Fixed Adjustable Fixed Adjustable Adjustable

Resonance May exist No No No No

Load compensation Not provided Not provided Not provided Excellent Good

Power rating of power converter - High small Highest small

Power converter switches - 6 4, 6 4, 6, 12 4, 6, 8, 12, 18, 24

Total cost Lowest High Moderate High Highest

Cost depends upon the amount of switches.

Shunt Hybrid APFs

HAPFs are low-cost systems that compensate harmonic and voltage regulations. Such a system is
a combination of passive and active filter devices, as depicted in Figure 5b. HAPFs are arranged into
three topology configurations, namely, the combinations of parallel APF with shunt PF, series APF
with shunt PF, and APF in series with shunt PF, as shown Figure 8a–c. In the series APF with shunt
PF, the active filter is connected across the series to provide high impedance and isolation path for
the harmonics to follow in the shunt PF. This configuration is commonly tested in medium-voltage
level systems to provide reactive power, voltage harmonic compensation, and three-phase voltage
balancing [106].
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Table 5 summarizes the utilization of shunt APF and HAPF configuration for specific
applications [11]. In the shunt APF with shunt PF configuration, both components are connected in
shunt position to the main power supply. The shunt APF cancels the low-order current harmonics
left by the shunt PF. Both systems are used to eliminate the fundamental reactive power and
high-order load current harmonics in high-power systems. Nevertheless, such a system uses a large
amount of passive components. Thus, this system is limited to single-load system applications.
The series-connected APF with shunt PF is used in medium- and high-voltage applications, in which
the DC-link voltage is maintained constant by the APF circuit. Moreover, PFs maintain the fundamental
voltage component of the grid to a minimum value to reduce system size, cost, and voltage stress on
active switches during filtering [107].

Table 5. Selection of shunt and hybrid APFs for specific applications.

Number Application Types of Filter

Series
Active Filter

Shunt
Active Filter

Hybrid Filter
(Active Series and

Passive Shunt)

Hybrid Filter
(Active Series and

Active Shunt)

1 Voltage harmonic compensation * * *

2 Voltage flicker reduction * * *

3 Removing voltage sags * * * *

4 Improving voltage regulation * * * *

5 Reactive power compensation * * *

6 Current harmonic compensation * * *

7 Neutral current compensation * *
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Table 5. Cont.

Number Application Types of Filter

8 Improving load balancing *

9 (1 + 4) * *

10 (1 + 2 + 3 + 4) * *

11 (1 + 4 + 5 + 6) * *

12 (1 + 5) * *

13 (5 + 6) * * *

14 (5 + 6 + 7 + 8) *

15 (5 + 6 + 8) * *

16 (6 + 8) *

17 (5 + 7 + 8) *

“*” indicates the filter system can preform the mention operation.

Circuits are further classified into three additional categories on the basis of the number of phase
configurations, namely, single-phase two-wire (1P2W), three-phase three-wire (3P3W), and three-phase
four-wire (3P4W) systems [108]. These circuit categories are applied at high frequency in low-,
medium-, and high-power systems, respectively [68,109]. 1P2W filters are further classified as
passive–passive [69], passive–active [70], and active–active systems [71,110,111]. Similarly, 3P3W
filters are divided into passive–passive [72], passive–active [73], and active–active systems [67].
Finally, 3P4W filters are further classified as passive–passive, passive–active, and active–active
systems [67,112]. Operating a three-phase power supply in a single-phase load system results in
imbalanced neutral current and reactive power load problems. Therefore, many limitations are
addressed by the four-wire hybrid configuration. However, the capacitor midpoint switch type is
adopted for low-rating applications and the four-leg switch type is for controlling the neutral in the
HAPF applications. Some of the practical limitations of shunt APFs are as follows:

- The initial installation cost is high.
- The control structure and design are considerably complex. Moreover, the increased harmonics

and losses complicate filter control.
- With rapid dynamic current response and high-power rating system demand, the APF presents

a design trade-off.

5. Advanced Classification of APF/STATCOM

Cost reduction is an important aspect in designing power converters, particularly in
low-power-range industrial applications, such as power filters, variable-speed motor drives,
uninterruptible power supplies, and static frequency changers [113]. Table 6 shows the results of
testing a reduced number of power converters or inverters for minimizing losses and increasing
system feasibility [114–117]. Moreover, the attributes and parameters of different DC–AC inverters
are compared. On the basis of the total number of switches or reduced switch count configuration,
modified APF inverters are classified as AC–AC power converter, parallel inverter, and split DC-leg
inverter topologies.
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Table 6. Comparison of different DC–AC power inverter topologies.

Topologies Electrical
Isolation

Efficiency
(%) Advantages Disadvantages

Single bus inverter with
two paralleled half bridge No - -Minimum component count -Large dc filter components

Dual bus inverter with two split half
bridge single No - -Reliability and flexibility -High component count

phase 3 wire inverter Yes - -Small passive component -Complex control; for
non-isolated circuit

Dual phase inverter with transformer Yes - -Boosting capability -Higher cost and size

Three-phase PWM inverter Yes ~98% -Simple design and control -

High frequency link inverter Yes ~96% -Boosting capability -Highly complex; higher cost
and size

Z source inverter No ~98%
-Boosting capability; save
cost, no need for extra
dc/dc converter

-Complex control; current
stress is high

LLCC resonant inverter No ~95% -Lower current ripples; soft
switching techniques

-Low power density; needs
large volume and weight of
resonant filter
magnetic components

5.1. AC–AC Power Converter Topology

Figure 9a illustrates the system configuration of 3P3W AC–AC APF power converter topology
that is connected with the distribution network and three-phase nonlinear harmonic-producing loads.
The H-bridge converter circuit, represented by “H” is connected with a single DC-link capacitor
(Cdc) [118,119]. This circuit consumes different numbers of switches installed in series and shunt and
hybrid combinations of SAPF systems. The compensating current is injected into the AC distribution
network at the PCC by coupling AC inductors or transformers [120]. The 3P3W AC–AC APF–VSI
configuration consists of six and nine semiconductor devices, compared with the twelve switches in
the conventional circuit [121–123]. The H-type APF topology, together with the DC-link capacitor,
successfully reduces heavy switching power loss and minimizes voltage stress on active switches.
However, this topology exhibits drawbacks in the form of DC-link voltage imbalance and minimum
adept DC-link voltage [124].
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on SSTL inverter.

A six-switch inverter circuit, which consists of a two-leg inverter coupled with a single DC-link
capacitor, is presented [125]. The number of semiconductor devices is reduced from a two-leg
nine-switch inverter to a low-cost two-leg six-switch inverter circuit. The six- and nine-switch APF–VSI
is connected in series with two passive LC filters in shunt position to the AC power transmission
line without installing any matching transformer. The improved compact circuit design displays
higher compensation results than the conventional 3P3W APF–VSI. A combination of feedback and
feed-forward control loops is adopted as an advanced control scheme [126,127]. Figure 9b illustrates
the control block diagram, which controls each unit and consists of three subsystems [128], which are
a top and a bottom inverter unit and a shared control unit. Each PF is tuned at different harmonic
frequencies to mitigate the 5th and 7th harmonics at the top inverter and the 11th and 13th harmonics
at the bottom inverter. This PF also maintains the balance of DC-link voltage compensation. To reduce
the DC-link current through the DC side of the system, a capacitor is installed between the DC-link
poles and the PCC [129]. However, the shared control unit operates with PLL scheme, which consists
of a simple and robust voltage pre-filter. This unit generates a quasi-square wave, thereby proving its
advanced compensation and harmonic contents compared with those of conventional APF systems.
Additionally, the H-bridge modular structure type reduces manufacturing cost and presents rapid
production rate and high reliability. The controller should track a single capacitor voltage, thereby
reducing the complexity of the voltage regulation, and requires additional voltage sensors in terms of
multilevel inverter configurations [130,131].

5.2. Parallel-Inverter APF Topology

A dual-hybrid converter stage or parallel-inverter topology is depicted in Figure 10 [132].
In this topology, the rectifier and inverter are coupled with a parallel DC-link storage device in
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the APF topology but maintains a large number of switching devices. The conventional coupled
back-to-back H-bridge inverter is a well-established, low-voltage configuration used in many industrial
applications [133,134]. This inverter usually consists of twelve switches. On the contrary, the improved
configuration eliminates four switches from each inverter, thereby reducing the total number of
switches to eight; the scheme is adopted to eliminate a single leg in each power converter by connecting
the third phase to the negative terminal of the individual VSI [135]. The new configuration increases
system reliability and decreases voltage stress across the active switches.
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A large-value DC capacitor is needed for stabilizing voltage balance across the DC-link capacitors
and producing reactive power in high-power dynamic load systems. However, the DC-side energy
storage component is the main limitation contributing to circuit failure. The DC energy storage
components shorten the lifespan of the converter [136]. In addition, these components are expensive
and largely fail in a power electronic circuit. Many factors, such as dissipation of heat, degradation
of energy parameter, and high value of voltage capability, contribute to the high failure rate. The DC
energy storage component is arranged in the aluminum electrolytic capacitors, which act as filters
and energy buffers to the AC voltage ripples in the APF system. The aging of the aluminum
electrolytic capacitors increases its internal resistance and contributes the most to frequent damage
in operation [137]. In addition, these capacitors are expensive, large, and heavy and primarily cause
power converter failure.

Switch reduction leads to a complex control and structure design for stopping the flow of
zero-sequence current that circulate between the two power converters. Hence, the most suitable
solution is installing a transformer or isolating the DC capacitors [135]. The parallel inverter
topology presents limitations in the form of an oversized DC-link capacitor, restricted amplitude
sharing, and limited phase shift at the output terminals. To overcome the issue of switching
losses and electromagnetic interferences due to high switching frequency, soft switching techniques,
such as zero-voltage transition and zero-current transition schemes, are adopted [138]. A control
technique is implemented on the basis of feed-forward and feedback loops, as shown in Figure 9b.
The low-frequency inverter (LFI), tuned at 550 Hz, mitigates low-order harmonics, and maintains
the DC-link voltage and reactive power demand on the system constant. In the arrangement,
the high-frequency inverter (HFI), tuned at 750 Hz, eliminates the remaining high-level harmonics.
The control block functions in two loop modes, namely, feed-forward loop, which controls the
LFI and improves the dynamic response from the system, and feedback loop, which operates
the HFI and obtains high steady-state and harmonic compensation results. The Clarke and Park
transformation technique is adopted to determine the cosine and sine components. The synchronous
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reference frame (SRF) method is used to generate the reference current for the parallel APF inverter
topology [139]. Table 7 compares mainstream power converter topologies according to different
topology parameters [140,141].

Table 7. Comparison of mainstream power converter topologies.

Series Converter
Topology Features

Diode
Rectifier

2L-B2B
VSC ZSI Multi-Level

Converter
Matrix

Converter

Nine Switch
AC-AC

Converter

1 Need controlled switches None Less Less Large Large Least

2 Circuit configuration Simple Simple Simple Complex Complex Simple

3 Cost Very low Moderate High Very high high Low

4 DC-link capacitor Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

5 Operational stages Two Two Two Two One One

6 Waveform quality Good Better Better Best Better Depends

7 Harmonic distortion High Moderate Low Least Low Depends

8 Switches losses None High High Low Low High

9 Conduction losses Low Low Low Highest High Low

10 Reliability High Low High Low High Low

11 Bi-directional power flow No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

12 Control complexity Easy Moderate Moderate Most
complex

More
complex complex

5.3. Split DC-Leg Inverter Topology

Split DC-link topology provides a neutral common point for three-phase VSI, 3P3W, and 3P4W
systems [142,143], and uses two connector pairs to split the single leg, thus providing a neutral
path or midpoint connection [144,145], as depicted in Figure 11. The three-leg split capacitor and
four-leg VSI-based topologies are the most demanding configurations for the 3P3W APF system.
However, the two-level VSI configuration is inappropriate for filtering and harmonic compensation
in high-power applications. The four-switch (B4) inverter uses four switches and four diodes, unlike
the practical six-switch inverter (B6) [146]. Split DC-link topology uses few semiconductor devices,
a feature that helps the neutral current, which consists of a small fundamental value of AC components.
Table 8 compares the performance of the split DC-leg APF with the conventional APF topologies [147].

Table 8. Performance comparison of split DC-leg APF with conventional APF topologies.

Split DC-Link topology Conventional Topology

Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages

Simple design
Unequal voltage sharing in
between the split
capacitors legs

Handle unbalanced and
nonlinear conditions

Need two or many
extra switches

Fewer converter switches Need an expensive capacitors Low DC-bus voltage Complicated
control strategy

Simple and fast current
tracking control

Unbalanced and nonlinear
loads reason a split
voltages perturbation

AC output voltage can
be greater (about %15)
than the output of split
DC-link topology

-

- Need a neutral point
balancing technique

Lower ripple in the
DC-link voltage -
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The drawback of split DC-link topology is its need for an expensive and large capacitor value to
achieve equal voltage sharing between split capacitors [148]. Under severe imbalanced and nonlinear
conditions, a large amount of neutral current flows through the neutral path, thus causing perturbation in
the control scheme. However, due to its circuitry, split DC-link topology utilizes less expensive capacitors
to provide a maximum available line–line peak voltage (Vdc/2) and maintain a low-ripple DC-link voltage.
The dual-bridge inverter practices the B4 technique and eliminates variations in the current and voltage of
DC-link capacitors. In 3P4W inverters, the AC voltage is 15% higher than in split DC-link inverters [149,150].
Hence, the three phase four-leg (3P4L) inverter shows superior performance under imbalanced and
nonlinear conditions at the cost of a complicated control scheme. PWM or space vector modulation (SVM)
techniques are adopted to generate reference signals for the PWM inverter. An overview of advanced core
technologies for the power quality systems of high-power electronics is illustrated in Figure 12 [88,139].
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6. APFs/STATCOM Control Techniques

The primary operation of power converters depends on the control modulation strategies for
controlling parameters such as switching losses, THD of the output current or voltage, amplitude, frequency
and phase synchronization, sudden dynamic response, and power factor correction [151]. Generally, APF
control is divided into two sections [152], specifically, reference signal estimation technique. As depicted
in Figure 13, reference signal estimation is further classified into two sub-categories: current or voltage
reference synthesis and current or voltage reference calculation [153].

Control signal techniques are sub-categorized further into two domains, namely, frequency-domain
and time-domain as shown in Figure 13. However, depending upon open- and closed-loop concepts,
closed-loop control is sub-classified into constant inductor current, constant capacitor voltage, linear voltage
control, and optimization techniques [154]. These techniques are further arranged into modern control
techniques for output voltage control, current regulation, harmonic filtering, and compensation in all
critical circumstances [155,156].
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Frequency-domain techniques are more accurate and efficient than time-domain approaches
for generating certain reference signals. Techniques such as Fourier transform analysis [157],
sine multiplication technique [158], and modified Fourier series technique [159] estimate the existing
harmonics in the system and generate reference signal in response to the present harmonics.
However, compared with time-domain techniques, frequency-domain techniques are limited by their
need for complex control circuitry. Moreover, these techniques require more time (one cycle) than
time–domain methods to calculate Fourier coefficients, reference currents, and voltage signals for the
sampling of variable coefficients. Meanwhile, time-domain techniques use instantaneous p–q theory [160],
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synchronous d–q reference frame theorem [161], synchronous detection theorem [120,162], constant
power factor algorithm [163], PI controller [156], fuzzy controller [164], hysteresis controller [165],
and sliding-mode controller [166]. Methods such as dividing frequency control [167] and extension
p–q theorem [168] are implemented to generate the reference signals, which implement the p–q technique.
Similarly, the synchronous d–q reference, known as SRF, practices the notch filter method [169] for
calculating the voltage and current reference for the synchronously rotating reference frame, as in the case
of the DC bus feedback voltage-fed APFs. Besides these control methods, other controllers are widely
practiced in the operation of APF systems, including indirect current and adaptive DC-link control [47],
PWM control [170,171], sine wave triangle PWM [172], deadbeat control [173], adaptive fuzzy dividing
frequency controller [174], synchronous flux detection algorithm [175], neural network [176] and reactive
current extraction [177].

7. Advanced Control Techniques for APFs/STATCOM

The reduction of switching components in any system leads to certain limitations. To overcome
these, two advanced control techniques are adopted for operating the reduced switch count inverter,
namely, SPWM and SVPWM, which operate in open- and closed-loop strategies, respectively. SVM is more
complex than SPWM in optimizing control; switching schemes are selected according to the appropriate
designs of the inverter and the topology [178]. This section provides a detailed review of the two advanced
modulation methods and compares their advantages and limitations in matching the reduced switch count
inverter topologies [171].

7.1. Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation

SPWM is one of the standard modulation techniques in switching power converters [179]. To control
the gate switching signal for inverter operations, a low-frequency sinusoidal reference signal as comparator
is compared with a high-frequency triangular carrier signal. The comparator output defines the operating
range of switching orders. In addition, the key factor to consider in modulator design is amplitude
distortion, which is caused by variations in the DC-voltage source. To control the desired line voltage
frequency, the frequency of the modulating sinusoidal signal defines the inverter output. The amplitude
distortion of the PWM waveforms stops the amplitude of the fundamental component and produces
low-order harmonic contents [180]. However, THD and power dissipation are two of the key issues in
high-power converter applications. Thus, a fundamental frequency SPWM control method is adopted to
minimize switching losses and optimize harmonic contents. The SPWM modulation scheme can easily be
implemented for single- and multiple-carrier applications. Multicarrier SPWM control techniques increase
the performance of high-level inverters.

Sinusoidal SPWM is the most enhanced technique in PWM [181] and offers the key benefits of easy
execution, low THD and harmonic output, and low switching losses. Similar to the six-switch converter,
the SPWM is implemented in a reduced four-switch configuration. The comparators and the carrier signals
are similar to those in the conventional SPWM; the only difference lies in the command to control the
reference signal pattern for controlling the four-switch power converter. Reduced switch count inverters are
not symmetrical; thus, the phase shift between the reference signals changes to compensate for the DC-bus
voltage fluctuations [182]. Moreover, minimal single-phase current passes through DC-link capacitors but
at the cost of complex control strategies and additional hardware. Phase voltages are preferred for the
power converter presented in Figure 12, as discussed below:

va = Vm sin(ωt) (1)

vb = Vm sin
(

ωt− 2π

3

)
(2)

vc = Vm sin
(

ωt +
2π

3

)
(3)
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When the third-leg phase of the VSI has no control, the middle connection point of the DC-link
(point O) is taken as the reference (as demonstrated in Figure 11).Therefore:

van = Va −Vc =
√

3Vm sin
(

ωt− 2π

6

)
(4)

vbn = Vb −Vc =
√

3Vm sin
(

ωt− 2π

2

)
(5)

vcn = Vc −Vc = 0 (6)

The infinite value of the modulation bandwidth of periodic signal produces harmonics. Theoretically,
these harmonics are neglected in SPWM control; however, the harmonics in the carrier and data modulation
signal are filtered out by digital filters, such as Butterworth, Chebyshev, Bessel, Elliptic, and ITEA, which
minimize the time integral and enhance the filtering functions to eliminate carrier signal harmonics [183].

7.2. Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation

SVPWM is an enhanced control method for reduced switch count inverters and directly uses the
system parameters to determine the correct switching states and identify each switching vector [184,185].
SVPVM determines the duty cycle according to the modulation scheme. The switching vectors are divided
into six sectors in the complex space plane of (a, b). All the sectors are separated by combining the turn-on
and turn-off switching states of the power inverter. However, the lookup table and sector identification
make SVM a complex scheme for determining the switching intervals for all vectors. The two adjacent
switching state vectors are identified by the reference vectors. These vectors compute the turn-on and
turn-off states of each switch; the sectors or subsectors find the switching sequences and increase the
n-level of the power inverter, which requires a microprocessor and complex algorithms. The limitation of
SVM is that it needs a considerable amount of time to carry out fundamental calculations, thereby causing
delays in the process [186]. To overcome this problem, a large value of system reactive components and
advanced deadbeat control are used [187]. The fundamental voltage ratios and harmonic compensation
show better results in SVM schemes than in SPWM. Furthermore, SPWM also has a peak output voltage
that is 15% higher than triangular carrier signal-type modulation techniques [188].

Generally, the SVM scheme is used in multilevel power inverter systems and employs a maximum
number of different-level carrier waves to compare with the reference voltage signals, thus generating
the n-level space vector that consists of per-sector and n-switching states for positive, zero, and negative
switching sequences [189,190]. These vectors are divided among three groups, namely, small, middle,
and large value vectors. Furthermore, the reference voltage depends on the voltage vectors and its dwelling
times during the sampling period (Ts) for the output voltage. The switching status and the pole voltages
are determined by the switching status and can be calculated as follows:

VNZ =
1
3
(VAZ + VBZ + VCZ) (7)

va = VAN = VAZ −VNZ (8)

va = VBN = VBZ −VNZ (9)

va = VCN = VCZ −VNZ (10)

The combinations of the two-leg four-switch (S1–S4) converters result in four space vectors.
Expression (11) is used to calculate the vector representation of the three phase variables:

[
xα

xβ

]
=

2
3

[
1 − 1

2 − 1
2

0
√

3
2 −

√
3

2

] xa

xb
xc

 (11)
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Note that the B4 converter does not have zero vectors, unlike the B6 converter. Based on the
calculation of the remaining active vectors, the three pole voltages do not have the same potential
during the operation. To calculate the sectors, the volt–second integral is expressed in Expression (12):

→
VTsw =

→
V1t1 +

→
V2t2 +

→
V3t3 +

→
V4t4 (12)

The vector decomposition of the above equation along with the time weights restriction can be
written as: →

VTsw cos ϕ = −V1t1 cos π
3 + V2t2 cos π

6 + V3t3 cos π
3→

VTsw sin ϕ = −V1t1 sin π
3 −V2t2 sin π

6 −V3t3 sin π
3

Tsw = t1 + t2 + t3

(13)

The modulation time is calculated by solving Expression (13) as follows:

t2 =

√
2VTSW

2
cos
(

ϕ− π

6

)
(14)

t1 = −t2 + TSW

(
1
2
−
√

2V sin(ϕ)

E

)
(15)

t3 = TSW − t1 − t2 (16)

The calculated vectors choose the sequence for SVM modulation with high symmetry and low
switching frequency, as explained in study of [191,192]. Table 9 summarizes the evaluation of harmonic
detection methods for APF systems and power grid-tied practical applications [193].

8. Performance Evaluation of APF/STATCOM System

A filtering system is needed to analyze the performance of APF/STATCOM applications under
nonlinear load conditions. In the evaluation process, several features are important to calculate the
performance of the APF system, such as THD of output current and voltage, transient and steady-state
response, reactive power compensation and in some cases unity input power factor. The model
specification and performance of the filter are evaluated in accordance with standards such as IEEE 519.
The system consists of six active IGBT module inverters with a DC-link capacitor installed in the
shunt position with the power grid system. All the experimental parameters and results are explain
in the study [194], where a 2 kVA laboratory prototype test-rig is tested with the 5 kW three-phase
diode rectifier load. The utility voltage, load current, and utility current waveforms of the system are
seriously distorted and non-sinusoidal, thereby showing the nonlinear diode rectifier load as having
a THD of 39.48%. According to the IEEE standard 519, the minimum THD value in utility current
harmonics should be less than 5% and the preferred input unity power factor should not be less than 0.8.
As explain in the study, all the waveforms are nearly sinusoidal after compensation and the THD of
the utility current is reduced to 4.2%, with an output voltage THD of 3%. However, the rated DC-link
capacitor is selected to keep the voltage ripple under 1% and maintain a DC voltage of 300 V, which is
sufficient for proper and effective APF/STATCOM operation. To demonstrate the response time against
the sudden changes in nonlinear load, the system is tested during the step load changes (step-on
and step-off operations). The response time of the prototype is fast, achieving excellent performance
during the load change (0 to 100%), and vice versa. Table 10 summarizes the market review of
the available STATCOM, SVC and APF products for low and high power applications [195–201].
Traditionally, different manufacture sizes of STATCOM, SVC and APF devices are used to fulfil the
power grid requirement [202–205].
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Table 9. Evaluation of harmonic detection methods.

Parameters Fast Fourier
Transform FFT

Discrete Fourier
Transform DFT

Recursive
Discrete Fourier
Transform RDFT

Synchronous
Fundamental

DQ Frame

Synchronous
Individual Harmonic

DQ Frame

Instantaneous
Power PQ Theory

Generalized
Integrators

Number of Sensors (For a Case
of Three-Phase Application)

Three currents Three currents Three currents Three currents,
two/three voltages

Three currents,
two/three voltages

Three currents,
three voltages Three currents

Number of Numerical Filters
Required by the Harmonic
Detection Algorithm

0 0 0 2 × HPFs 2 × LPFs × N * 2 × HPFs 2 × N *

Additional Tasks Required by
the Harmonic
Detection Algorithm

Windowing,
synchronization

Windowing,
synchronization PLL PLL Voltage

Preprocessing
.

Calculation Burden (Excluding
the Numerical Filters)

– – + + – + -

Numerical
Implementation Issues

Calculation
Burden, Calculation Burden, Instability for

low precision Filtering Filtering, Tuning Filtering Tuning control

Related Algorithms
or Implementations

Similar FFT
algorithms . Rotating frame Filter type Filter type Filter type; other

theoriespqr,pq0
Resonant

filters type

Applications in Single- or
Three-Phase Systems

Both1-ph/3-ph Both1-ph/3-ph Both1-ph/3-ph Inherently 3-ph Inherently 3-ph Inherently 3-ph Both 1-ph/3-ph

Usage of the Voltage
Information in the Algorithm

No No No Yes Yes Yes No

Method’s Performance for
Unbalanced and Pre distorted
Line Voltages

++ ++ ++ + + - ++

Method’s Performance for
Unbalanced Load Currents

++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ +

Applied for Selective
Harmonic Compensation

No Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

Transient Response Time – - + ++ + ++ +

Steady-State Accuracy + + + - + + -

“+” indicates an increase in performance; “−” indicates a decrease in performance.
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Table 10. STATCOMs, SVCs and APFs technology products for high power applications available in
the market.

Available Sizes of STATCOM

Company Product Name/Types Voltage Level Single Unit Capacity

ABB PCS 6000 STATCOM Several-Typical
(11, 20, 21, 33, 138) KV (6 . . . . . . ..16) MVAR

HITACHI STATCOM (66) KV (20) MVAR

DONGFANG HITACHI (CD)
ELECTRIC CONTROL
EQUIPMENTS CO., LTD.

DHSTATCOM (6) KV (600 . . . . . . ..46000) KVAR

CONDENSATOR
DOMINIT GMBH

KLARA-S, KLARA-M,
KLARA-I

Several-Typical
(400/525/690) V (5/10, 6/12, 12/25) KVAR

GAMESA ELECTRIC STATCOM (11, 8 . . . ..34, 5) KV (1, 5) MVAR

STATCOM SOLUTIONS
PTY LTD d105/d315 Several-Typical

(200 . . . ..265) V (5 . . . .15) KVA

ADF POWER TUNING ADF P700 STATCOM (6–36) KV (1 . . . . . . 10) MVA

ADDNEW STATCOM/SVG (6, 10, 35) KV (3) MVAR

AMSC D-VAR Up to (46) KV (±2 . . . . . . ..100 s) MVAR

GAMESA STATCOM-EN (11.8 . . . .34.5) KV
(Step-up Transformer) (1.5) MVAR

MERUSPOWER M-STATCOM
(Merus M8000)

All voltages
via Transformer (1.3) MVAR

PONOVO AccuVar ASVC (3, 6, 10, 20, 35) KV
(±1 . . . ±18) MVAR
ASVC-100 type (±10 . . . ±50)
MVAR ASVC-200 type

S AND C ELECTRIC The Purewave DSTATCOM (0.48 . . . ..35) KV (±1.23) MVAR/3.3 MVAR

SIEMENS SVC Plus Up to (36) KV
(Transformer less) (±25 . . . ..±50) MVAR

Available sizes of SVC

ABB SVC (69) KV (+50/−40) MVAR

GE Power SVC (33 . . . . . . . . . 380) KV (0 . . . . . . ..300) MVAR

ADDNEW FC-TCR (6, 10, 35) KV (0 . . . . . . ..200) MVAR

ADDNEW TSC (6 . . . ..10) KV (0.15 . . . . . . ..3) MVAR

ADDNEW TCR (6 . . . ..35) KV (1 . . . . . . ..150) MVAR

PONOVO SVC (FC-TCR) (6 . . . ..66) KV (0 . . . . . . ..400) MVAR

RXPE TCR (6, 10, 27.5, 35, 66) KV (6 . . . . . . ..300) MVAR

SIEMENS SVC classic (TSC-TCR) (6 . . . . . . 800) KV (40 . . . . . . ..800) MVAR

Available sizes of APF

CONDENSATOR
DOMINIT GMBH NQ2501/NQ2502 Several-Typical

(200–480, ±10%) V (41.5 . . . . . . .41.5) KVA

ADF POWER TUNING

ADF P100-70/480,
ADF P100-100/480,
ADF P100-130/480,
ADF P100-90/690

Several-Typical
(208–480, 480–690) V (49 . . . . . . .108) KVA

DELTA ELECTRONICS, INC APF2000 (200–480) V (22) KVA

SCHNEIDER AccuSine PCS+ (LV
active filters) (380 . . . 690) V (50 . . . .250) KVA

SCHAFFNER FN3420 ECO sine active (500–600) V

SIEMENS 4RF1010-3PB0 (380–480) V
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9. Key Analysis on Configuration and Control Structure

Existing research on shunt APFs and STATCOM devices that focus on the reduction of components
and their effects on the control strategies was reviewed. A typical analysis of the configurations and
control structure techniques is presented below.

9.1. Limitations in Configuration Structure

The main limitations in the split DC-link power converter topology are as follows:

- In B4 inverters, the third phase is connected clearly to the middle point or neutral point of the
DC-link capacitors. The DC-bus current directly charges one of the capacitors and discharges
the other. These dynamics unbalance current and voltage loading between the capacitors that
discharge at a faster rate than the other, thus causing high current ripple in the imbalanced output
waveform [206].

- To compensate for the DC-bus voltage fluctuation issues [207], the removed single-leg terminal is
connected to the negative terminal of the DC-bus PWM-VSI inverter and stops the imbalanced
charging of the DC-link capacitors. Furthermore, the AC film capacitor stores the power ripples
connected to the AC terminals to stop the flow of decoupling power ripples and provide balanced
output currents and voltages [208].

- A large DC-link voltage variation is shown in B8 split DC-leg converter applications. Both systems
are operated at the same frequency and synchronized; thus, no fundamental current flows through
the shared DC link. This outcome is a limitation in addition to the low AC voltage of the individual
B4 power converter coupled with the shared DC-link capacitor.

- In the three-phase system, a phase circulating current [209] flows through the DC-link capacitors.
Thus, the capacitors are exposed to low-frequency harmonics, thereby limiting the use of high
DC-link capacitor values. The AC–AC power converter configuration presents superior overall
performance than the DC-bus midpoint configuration in terms of low THD and harmonic
compensation capability because of the balanced current and voltage, as well as the minimum
current ripple in the imbalanced output waveform.

9.2. Limitations in Control Structure Techniques

- The need for voltage feed-forward and cross-coupling in SRF is the main limitation of the
control structure. The phase angle of the grid voltage is required to start the control operation.

- In the stationary reference frame, the PR controller reduces the complexity of the control structure
in terms of current regulation as it has no need of the phase angle, unlike the dq-frame.

- The adaptive band hysteresis controller increases the complexity of the control structure in
the natural reference frame. However, the deadbeat controller simplifies the control scheme.
Therefore, an individual control is required in each phase in case of individual phase PLLs and
grid voltage to generate the current reference.

- The hysteresis and deadbeat controllers do not consider low-order harmonics in the
implementation process in harmonic compensators due to their fast dynamics.

- In practical structures, both controllers require a sampling capability’s hardware to compensate
the positive sequence and need two filters, two transformation modules, and one controller, thus
limiting its practical application in the dq-frame.

- Table 11 illustrates the strengths and weaknesses of the APF control techniques [115,210,211].
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Table 11. Strengths and weaknesses of APF/STATCOM control techniques.

METHOD STRENGTH WEAKNESS

PI-Controller

- Simple design and implementation
- No complex circuit
- Fast response time
- Minimum Fluctuation

- Limitation of the control
bandwidth with harmonic
currents at high-frequency signals

- Show limitation in the feedback
system with constant parameters

Hysteresis Control

- light system of reckoning
- Simple, robust, cost effective and

easy implementation
- Fastest control in transient
- Fast speed of control loop
- No need of oscillator or error amplifier

- High switching losses for small
hysteresis band

- Switching frequency variation and
large frequency variations

- Problem in filter design
- Phases interferences
- Resonance problems

Dead-Beat Control

- Fast control response
- Wireless transmission
- Fast transient response with low THD in

the lower sampling frequency

- Control operation is depended on
the data of the APF parameters

- Requires a precise model of the
filter to reach the
desired performance.

- Sensitive to the parametric
variations of the controlled system
and high THD for nonlinear loads

Reference Prediction - Problem with static loads - Filtering effect with load changing

Multi-rate Sampling
- Fast response
- fast discretization in control variables

- Need fast control devices like
FPGAs, AD converters

- Slow-sampling rate

Phase-angle Correction - Delay effect - Take more time in calculation

One Cycle Control

- Simple design with flip-flops, comparators
and clock

- Better tracing transient waveform
- Good time and dynamic response

- Difficult control
implementation (Hardware)
and modification

- Complex hardware structure
- Need an integrator at high speed

Adaptive Neural Network

- Does not require statistical training
- No need underlying input data distribution
- Can used a wide variety of functions and

capture different patterns
- They are the actual human operating system

- Difficult calculation and
time consuming

- Difficult to design and
model analytically

- Need a large sample size
data packet

- The system have a black
box nature

- They over-fit data outside of data
training range (unpredictable)

Neural-Network
Predicting Reference

- Active compensation among loads
- Simple design and satisfactory accuracy
- Mutual methods and faster control

parameters adaptation

- Needed DC-link
load measurement

- Not implemented in
unknown load

- Needed large number
of parameters

- Performance evaluation, stuck in
local minima

Selective
Harmonics Compensation

- Parameters are frequency depended - Power increase with the
harmonic compensation
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Table 11. Cont.

METHOD STRENGTH WEAKNESS

Master-Slave Control

- Discover and solve the problem in slave
deadlock conflict affectively

- Simple design and circuit
- Better efficiency among the

master-slave systems

- Master should be built robust
and powerful

- All system is depended upon
the master

- Complex and difficult
master system

- Need a high cost
in communication

- Reduction in real time abilities

Predictive Control

- Possibility to include nonlinearities of the
system [212].

- Used to minimize switching frequency for
high-power inverters and maintaining the
current error within a specified bound [213].

- Allows achieving more precise current control
with minimum THD and harmonic noise.

- Requires a precise model of the
filter to reach the
desired performance.

- This method needs a lot
of calculations.

Sliding Mode
Control (SMC)

Exhibits reliable performance during transients.
Shows an acceptable THD if it is designed well.

- The problem of the Chattering
Phenomenon in
discrete implementation.

- The difficulty of designing
a controller for both a good
transient and zero steady
state performance.

Fuzzy Control Methods

- Insensitive to parametric variations and
operation points.

- Sophisticated technique, easy to design and
implement a large-scale nonlinear system.

Slow control method.

Repetitive Controller (RC)

These controllers are implemented as harmonic
compensators and current controllers. They show
robust performance for periodic disturbances and
ensure a zero steady-state error at all the
harmonic frequencies.

Is not easy to stabilize for all unknown
load disturbances and cannot obtain
very fast response for fluctuating load.

9.3. Key Findings

The following are the shortcomings of the current research as revealed by the review:

(1) In parallel inverter topology, the output voltage per phase at different frequencies generates
transitions, which block the forbidden states. This voltage effectively limits the range of reference
amplitudes and phase shifts.

(2) Generally, in reduced switch count power converters, the modulation strategy adopted is SPWM
to switch and compensate for the DC-bus voltage fluctuation issues [214]. By contrast, in reduced
switch count converters, the phase shift does not track the three-phase balance reference signal in
the symmetry order.

(3) Switch reduction generally leads to interdependencies between AC input and output frequencies,
unlike full-bridge converters. This restriction limits the references for modulation in operating
the power converters at the same frequency. Voltage doubling and semiconductor stress are
not issues in the B4 converter, unlike in the nine-switch H6 converter, because of the favorable
maximum modulation ratio of unity [215].

(4) Reduced switch count (four-switch) topologies face more limitations in their switching states
than conventional six-switch converters. Findings indicate that the removed leg terminal that is
connected to either the upper positive DC-link terminal or the lower negative DC-link terminal is
not achievable.
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(5) In the B6 converter, two switching states, (0, 0) and (1, 1), are stated as zero vectors, which stop
the flow of the current toward the load. In the B4 converter, the current flows even in
zero-vector states. Therefore, in two other switching states, (0, 1) and (1, 0), the resulting
uncontrolled current flows through the common phase because of the direct connection between
the DC-link capacitor and the AC terminal.

(6) The PLL synchronizes the power inverter modulation to the power grid and provides freedom
in designing the modulation index caused by phasing the angle in between the grids and by
modulating waves to adjust the maximum magnitude for unity output.

(7) Eliminating the active switches creates an unequal thermal distribution among the remaining
switches at the expense of reduced structure, conduction losses, switching losses, and low
system cost.

(8) In the split converter, the third-phase current flows directly through DC-link capacitors, thus
exposing the converter to low-frequency harmonics, which need a high-value-rated capacitor.

(9) In the two-leg rectifier (multiply by 2/pi = 0.6), the output power gain is lower than that
of the three-leg rectifier (multiply by 1.6), thereby increasing the current rating of the active
switching components.

10. Upcoming Trends

The new trend in the field of power electronics aims to minimize the number of power
semiconductor components, such as IGBT switches, to reduce the overall price of power
converter devices. Designing cost-effective topologies on the basis of the reduced number
of semiconductor devices in the range of 10 kilowatts and above has always been attractive
to researchers. From these facts, the transformerless system is showing important developments
toward a mature level. With advancements in microprocessors, controllers, and fast switching
devices, long-lasting and proficient APF/STATCOM systems have been proposed with highly rated
megawatt ranges, improved performance, enhanced efficiency, and most importantly, low costs
for varying applications. Moreover, reduced switch count inverter topologies limit the cost, size,
switching losses, and complexity of the control structure, as well as the algorithm and interface circuits.
Similarly, new growth in efficient modulation techniques can help guarantee high reliability, fast
transient and dynamic response, low THD, excellent harmonic and reactive power compensation,
and current and voltage regulation of power electronics.

New trends in hybrid topologies aim to develop advanced APF and STATCOM systems that
have low-rated power component systems and added dual functionality for improved performance.
Similarly, a technology for achieving new growth in multilevel power inverters on the basis of the
reduced number of components is becoming a popular research direction. The excessive penetration
of renewable devices in the power transmission network creates various power quality challenges for
engineers and researchers. However, FACTS devices, such as STATCOMs, SVCs, and DSTATCOMs,
have been successful in mitigating the issues of power quality, including voltage sags, transients,
harmonics, and damping oscillations. Further research and improvements in APF technology
have recently been performed in terms of dual-terminal inverters, shared legs between inverters,
and rectifiers to substitute for split-capacitor configurations. Consequently, next-generation power
semiconductor devices and packaging of silicon carbide (SiC) IGBT power modules with Schottky
barrier diode modules, integrated gate-commutated thyristor modules, and SiC MOSFET can be
effectively used.

11. Conclusions

This paper discussed the topological and control schemes of APF and STATCOM devices.
A transformerless and reduced switch count structure for power converters and control strategies
were reviewed. A discussion about development stages in configuration with respect to low cost, low
volumetric size and weight, compact structure, and high reliability was given. Different grid-connected
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control schemes, and their implementation structures, as well as the extraction of harmonic reference
signals, were presented. This review discussed different devices, namely, PFs, shunt APFs, shunt
hybrid filters, STATCOMs, SVCs, UPQCs, and DSTATCOMs, all of which are typically used to enhance
power quality and mitigation of load harmonics. Dual-terminal inverters, transformerless, multilevel
inverters, shared legs between inverters, shared legs between rectifiers, split capacitor configurations,
and new-generation semiconductor devices deserve future research attention. Finally, simulation and
experimental results verified the effectiveness of APF/STATCOM topologies for harmonic mitigation
in accordance with IEEE-519.
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Abbreviations

APF Active power filters
B4 Four-switch inverter
CSI Current-fed-type inverters
CHB Cascaded H-bridge
DFT Discrete Fourier transform
DSP Digital signal processor
dSpace Digital Signal Processor for Applied and Control Engineering
DSTATCOM Distribution STATCOM
DQ Synchronous Fundamental Frame
DVR Dynamic voltage restorer
ESS Energy storage system
FACTS Flexible AC transmission system
FFT Fast Fourier transform
GPGA Field programmable gate array
HAPFs Hybrid APF
HF High frequency
HPF High pass filter
HV High voltage
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IEC International Electro-technical Commission
IGBT Insulated-gate bipolar transistors
ITC Indirect torque control
Ki Integral gain
Kp Proportional gain
LPF Low pass filter
LVRT Low-voltage ride through
MLI Multilevel inverter
MOSFET Metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor
MPP Maximum power point
PCC Point of common coupling
PF Passive filter
PI Proportional integral controller
PLL Phase locked loop
PQ Instantaneous power theory
PV Photovoltaic
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PWM Pulse width modulation
RC Repetitive Controller
RDFT Recursive discrete Fourier Transform
SAPF Shunt active power filter
SBD Schottky barrier diode
SHE Selective harmonic elimination
SiC Silicon carbide
SMC Sliding Mode Control
SOFC Solid oxide fuel call
SPWM Sinusoidal Pulse Width Modulation
SRF Synchronous-reference-frame
STATCOM static compensator
SVC Static volt-ampere reactive VAR compensator
SVM Space vector modulation
SVPWM Space vector Pulse Width Modulation
TCR Thyristor-controlled resistor
THD Total Harmonic Distortion
UPQC Unified power quality conditioner (UPQC)
VSC Voltage Source Converter
VSI Voltage-fed-type inverters
WT Wind turbine
1P2W Single-phase two-wire
3P3W Three-phase three-wire
3P4W Three-phase four-wire
3P4L Three phase four-leg
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